
The exceptional taste of 
mineral water made at your home.

Imperia
RO+UV+UF / RO + UV / RO  

Water Purifier with Mineraliser



       *Available in RO+UV+UF variant only #Not available in RO variant

Imperia from Blue Star
Blue Star, India's leading air conditioning and commercial refrigeration 

company brings you Imperia- a stylish water purifier that combines 

multiple technologies to give you water at its best. Having quenched 

the thirst of billions with its range of water coolers and dispensers for 

over seven decades, Blue Star now introduces a water purifier for 

your home that is equipped with an Aqua Mineral Infuser which adds 

ionised minerals that are essential for health. Available in RO+UV+UF, 

RO+UV and RO variants, Imperia is packed with features such as a 

large 9.2 litres storage tank, Aqua Taste Booster function, filter 

change alert and more. With Imperia, now get the exceptional taste of 

mineral water in the comfort of your home.
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Feature-loaded

Triple layered
RO+UV+UF protection*

High purification
capacity

Tank-full
indicator

Aqua Mineral Infuser
(AMI)

7 stage
purification*

Anti-scalant
dosing system

Super fine
sediment removal

9.2 litres
large tank

Aqua Taste
Booster (ATB)

Copper impregnated
activated carbon

Sleek
& stylish
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Child lock
function

Filter change 
alert

       *Available in RO+UV+UF variant only #Not available in RO variant



Colour variants

More from our range

Design and colour may differ from the picture. Unit appearance, specifications
etc. are subject to change without prior notice.

Contact us at: waterpurifiers@bluestarindia.com
www.bluestarindia.com/waterpurifiers

Toll free: 1800 209 1177
SMS ‘WATER’ to 56161

Prisma
RO+UV Water Purifier

Majesto
RO/RO+UV Water Purifier

with ATB

Pristina
UV Water Purifier

Edge
RO+UV Water Purifier

Stella
RO+UV+Hot+Cold

Water Purifier


